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Sauna for Keyboards
Installation in decommissioned sauna room using facility materials; fatigue mats, thread/spools, 
dishwasher rack, keyboards; all courtesy of Prairie Underground

“Lag” on TypeRacer
Inkjet print

Typing of the Dead logo
Silver gelatin print
(2019)

Lode Baggie
Larger plastic baggie for Prairie Underground’s used battery baggie

Typing Game
Video game music playlist to accompany typing games. 1:00:48 audio track playable through 
event equipment installed between the sauna and boutique; courtesy of Prairie Underground. 
Cable management by artist.
Tracklist/order:

apple-pie order - Piano Concerto in F minor-2nd movement-
Tamayo Kawamoto - Blue Sky As If Drawn In Picture
Michiru Yamane - Deep Thoughts
Shu - Freedom
Shu - Flow
Hidenori Shoji - Monkey Shot - Advanced Stage
Yasuhisa Watanabe - Blow up
Kunitaka Watanabe - Saronica
bermei.inazawa - 握り拳ケン
bermei.inazawa - dim of dusk
bermei.inazawa - mid night summer magic
Yasuhisa Watanabe - Roushinshi
Kazuko Umino - House of Delusion
June Chikuma - Oddman Hypothesis
Ryuji Nishida, Daisuke Nakakaze, Masami Ozawa, Osamu Yoshida - Wild 
Boar Tree
Michiru Yamane - Wakle's Portrait
Ryuuji Nishida - Jupiter II
Yuji Takenouchi - Stage 9-2

Products represented:
Landing Gear, Gungage, Super Monkey Ball 2, Elevator Action Returns, 
Death Crimson, Landmaker, Pu.Li.Ru.La, Carnage Heart EXA, Carnage 
Heart Portable, ChainDive

Platforms represented:
Arcade, Sega Saturn, Sony PlayStation, Sony PSP, Nintendo Gamecube
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Language follows clothing. Proper marketing technique dictates to us that products cannot 
simply exist and be bought—they must also be described. In any commercial context a step of 
knowing precedes purchasing. In an e-commerce context webpages should be filled appropriately 
with text here and there to function in the same way as dressing a boutique, stretching to ends of 
a rectangle as need be. Describing options or variations or suggested pairings or identifying 
solutions to identified problems requires some form of copy writing or numeric/non-numeric 
sizing information or color or short or long or style in order to describe the product. During my 
residency I was able to witness the tools, specifically computer keyboards, used for creating that 
description. 

I've been really into typing games for some time now. I feel like a lot of people associate them 
with being young in school and learning touch-typing while being told how much of an essential 
skill it will be. I think it has mostly helped me with messaging comfortably. I like thinking about 
them more now because of how much they also feel like work simulators. Typing games 
typically consist of transcribing prescribed passages of text, and the game becomes a matter of 
copying these passages. Time management also plays a role because there are usually time 
constraints motivating you to finishing your copying quickly. All of the elements of industrial 
labor—repetition, accuracy, speed, etc. can be very straightforwardly encapsulated into a game to 
more or less pass time or feel busy. Games like these can also be an effective gauge for 
understanding storage solutions. Because the basic mechanic of any typing game hasn't ever 
needed to change, the same idea can be repackaged over and over again (maybe with slight 
variations on a theme) as new products. Every update in readable media formats occurring over 
the last few decades has shown that these kinds of products can be re-shoveled on to whatever 
tech, never questioning how much longer typing will be necessary. Only now as we see them 
disappearing from laptops do we see mechanical keyboards getting the final push into the tech 
fetish category of quirky peripherals. Their continued survival is an in-house chore, left to the 
domain of appliances whose design integrity will outlast them. Dishwashers can easily clean dust 
and food crumbs out of keyboards in one cycle. 

At Prairie Underground, a once operational sauna fell victim to an illicit supply/demand chain 
concerning copper one night, rendering it defunct of its original use and relegating it to a storage 
closet. Since both a dishwasher and a sauna are on site, and because they both heat water to the 
same temperature when they're working, I wanted to introduce employee keyboards to them. So I 
went to the building at night, when I knew no one would be at work the next day, and removed 
employee keyboards from their work stations so that they could spend the following night, of the 
opening reception, in the sauna.

The playlist I made is for listening to while playing typing games. The music I chose to include 
in the playlist all comes from other video game soundtracks and is all composed by video game 
music composers. I tried to encapsulate the energy required to type fast and accurately in the 
tracks I selected. I eventually burned discs with the music playlist on it. For this I was mostly 
inspired by the backup of Prairie Underground Operations & Maintenance Manual to a CD. 
Some copies of the disc were given to customers as a lagniappe.

Thank you Davora & Mel for your support and generosity while facilitating this project, and 
thank you Ren & Nick who helped me a couple times in the building.  














